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Abstract: The highway's manages very comfort scheme and plays major role in driving functions for the traffic jams. The 
highways scheme as a conventional boost systems having limited level of autoneties where as fully autonomous scheme as the 
high efficiency. In these system we are developing the controller algorithm method by implementing the model predictive control 
method used for modelling errors. In these concept we develop a teamwork for testing and making corrections by identifying the 
pathway or highways at low cost by using the roadway scheme methodogly. The main goal of these system is used to provide the 
safety driving by themselves by utilizing the high way schemes for the system performances. effectiveness and benefits of driver 
assistance systems is crucial for improving the system performance. In this paper, wedevelop aframework for testing and 
evaluating assistance correction systems at a low cost by using lane assistance events reproduced from naturalistic drivingdata. 
Keywords: Assistance, Detection, Pathway marking, Driver, Vehicle, Controller 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The roadway collaboration scheme is control system which is used for the drivers for maintaining safe destination with in a 
boundary lane of a highway. It provided disclosure when the vehicle adjusts towards the pathway,with out handling the driver. 
These scheme provides the contact or intermediate between the driver and controller. It is mostly depends on the applying force, 
density and velocity of the drivers vehicle. It gives the autaneous sensation for the driver to handle safe travelling on the highway by 
providing efficient froce. By using the model predictive control system it utilizes the highway or roadway collaboration scheme, 
which develop's the previewed curvature, the lateral deviation and relative yaw angle of the driver vehicle. To work it more real 
time situation it identifies the readings from measurements and detects it when the vehicle is out of the lane. It provides safety even 
though the readings due to environment condition such as while driving harshly and sharp curve on the road. All these activities is 
mostly depen's on the controller, which makes the decisions very easy and truth true. 

Fig (a): Model of LKA System 

II. MOTIVATION 
The main objective of these, concept is to develop safety for the safety driving through vision based on identifying the road way or 
pathway from dangerous situations, and control the vehicle activities based on the controller. This collaboration scheme gives the 
warnings for the driver before going to danger from the highway and can control steering to usually keep the vehicle with in the 
the pathway. To calculate the lateral deviation spontaneously a front-end camera is used to detect or identifying the pathway 
marks. Based on the intelligent report, they had been selected comfort systems such as pathway identification, pathway 
collaboration systems. Several issues can be modified by using adaptive safety control system in road situation. The major 
important feature of these system is used to provide the adjustments of the steering angle without giving any input for the vehicle, 
which is automatically adjusted by the controller system. 
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III. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF LKAS: 
The block diagram contains two main system : 
1) Lane Keeping Assist system is used for controlling the front end of steering angle. 
2) Vehicle and Environment system is used for purpose of controlling the motion and direction of idealised vehicle . 

Fig (b): lane keeping assistance system 

A. Lane Keeping Assist 

Fig(c): Lane keeping assists 
 
B. Detect Lane Departure 
The Detect Lane Departure has the lane assist offset, which is an input and lane sensor, which gives the sensor's values.The detect 
lane identifies the departure weather it is in the lane (or) out off lane. If the departure output is 'zero'than it is in the lane,(or) If the 
departure output is 'one'than it is detected by 'one' and these is the out of lane.It provies the output which is in the subsysem .The 
departure lane need to satisfy the condition for left and right terms by the condition like for left less than or equal and right greater 
or equal .When the lane sensor is less than the lane assist offset input,you can detect departure between lane vehicle and offset input. 
 
C. Estimate Lane Center 
From the detect lane departure, through the lane sensor gives the input to the estimate lane centre to estimate the future lane and it 
contains the previewed curvature, lateral offset,steering angle,and longitudinal velocity. It gives the some values for inputs to lane 
keeping controller, it provides the output data which is the system. The estimate lane centre provides the centerline towards the lane 
vehicle. All the parameters which is in the lane centre, is usually configured with the controller. 
 
D. Lane Keeping Controller 
Lane Keeping Controller is the controller, which controls the lateral deviation, seering angle and curvature. The output of the 
estimate lane centre is given to the input of lane keeping controller. The steering angle is mostly depen's on the lateral deviation and 
relative yaw angle. The controller is used to control the steering angle which is to be in the centre lane ,and does not cross out off 
the lane boundary. It also controls the longitudinal velocity due to direction and density of the vehicle. 

Fig(d): Steering angle 
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E. Apply Assist 
The Apply Assist system is the subsystem block which has enable input and from the lane departure output is given to input of 
apply assist. It has driver steering and assistance steering which is the difference between them by the steering angle.The lane 
keeping controlle has the assisted steering and driver which is having 0.5 difference between them. The apply assist desides the 
steering between the assist steering and driver steering. The apply assist has the detect similar steer,and latch assist.The detect 
similar steering as the diver steer and assisted steering which is similar and applied to the latch assist.The latch assist is having set 
and reset from departure detected and detect similar steer and perfroms the logic gate AND and gives the status of steering angle. 

 
F. Vehicle and Environment 
The Vehicle and Environment System has functions which is similar to the controller there are like longitudinal velocity, Diver 
steering angle ,lane sensor etc. It performs another functions like lane detection,lane markings actors etc.The output lane keeping 
assist is given to input of vehicle and environment.From the output of vehicle and environment is applied to the birds eye plot. The 
vehicle and environment has the vehicle dynamics models and has the closed loop of lane keeping controller. 
 
G. Bird’s Eye Plot 
The bird's eye plot is defined as the plot that contains the phrase which explains a model that is shown as a bird.For eg steeping in to 
high peak mountain can visualize the entire surroundings to the suitable model for bird's eye plot. Climbing a tree can visualize the 
surrounding area can also gives the bird's eye view. In the same way the bird's eye plot is similar view, of these things, wich 
visualize full display, it can be said that they are seeing it from a bird’s-eye view. 
 
H. User Controllers 
The User controller as the funality of controlling sensor values, latetal deviation, relative yaw angle etc The ueser controller's has 
the On -Off switch ,where it is used to On when the driver is to start or On the vehicle. It is enables On and Off switch. Unless the 
driver start or On condition it will be in the off switch. It consists of safe lateral distance with its lane width distance ranges from 0 
to 2. It means the safe lateral distance knob can be any of its position like 0,1,1.5,2 etc. It can ranges up to 2 due to the distance 
width. At position 2 will last numerical value and if it reaches the lane departure occurs out off boundary. The user controller block 
has the two colours indication there are red and green .The red colour indicates that the vehicle is danger zone and the green colour 
indicates that the vehicle is safe zone. 
 
I. Model Prediction Controller 
The model predictive control is an non linear cost functions tool as Model predictive control toolbox. It is a software, which 
supports the ability to enhance the capricious non linear restriction. TheMPC controllers supports or helps the equilateral cost 
functions which is linear restriction. The MPC utilizes the linear predictions and linear estimation. It has the optimization toolbox by 
using the QP slovers.The model prediction control tool can be used for code generation which can be written by QPslovers in 
cc++or Marian code. The combinations of inputs and outputs at run time has a updated restrictions. example : vehicle steering and 
adaptive cruise controller. 

IV. RESULTS 

 
Fig (e): Bird’s eye plot 
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The Bird's-Eye Scope shows a symbolic representation of the road from the perspective of the ego vehicle. In this example, the 
Bird's-Eye Scope renders the coverage area of the synthetic vision detector as a shaded area. The ideal lane markings are 
additionally shown, as well as the synthetically detected left and right lane boundaries (shown here in red).To run the full simulation 
and explore the results, use the following commands. sim('LKA Test Bench Example') % Simulate to end of scenario plot LKA 
Results (scenario, logsout, driver Path) 

Fig (f): Road and driver assisted at curvature change 

From above fig (f) show's the road and driver assisted at curvature change. Here we can observe from the fig shows the two colours 
boundary's there are red and blue. The blue curve is for driver path and red curve is for lane assist .From the 1st fig we can see that 
for the driver path and lane assist path or curvature lane is similar ,but from 2nd fig shows the differences that the driver curve is 
distracted with the lane assist curve. Hence it the difference between the two curbes and its main goal is to be the vehicle with in the 
assist vehicle. 

 
Fig (g): Lateral, Relative yaw angle, Steering angle 

 
1) From fig (g) show's the graph between the lateral deviation, relative yaw angle, steering angle. From the fig shows the top plot 

about the lateral deviation. The lateral deviation has the left and right deviation with in the +0.5mis for left and- 0.5m is for 
right. 

2) Middle plot is refers to the relative yaw angle, with in [-0.15,0.15] rad. 
3) Bottom plot is used to reffer about the steering angle within [-0.5, 0.5] rad. 
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Fig (h): Driver, status, left and right lateral off set 

The above fig (h) shows about the driver status. The 1st plot shows the left and right lateral offset lot shows the left and right lane 
offset. If the driver lane doesn't exist out off boundary than the lane departure is not detected. 
The middle plot shows the status of LKA is mostly one, which is controlled all the time by the controller. 
The bottom plot shows about the steering angle from driver and LKA. The curvature road is too rough from driver, than the small 
steering angle is sufficient. The bottom plot shows the graph between the driver and LKA 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
"Roadway carrying comfort scheme " is scheme which is having the set of protocols to the driver, for the safety purposes. Now a 
days as per population is increasing the cause of road accidents are more because of irrespective of their vehicle riding, and as well 
as their laziness that don't allowing them to follow their safety rules. These scheme is used to avoid the unexpected accidents, by the 
driver while performing the operation. In order to avoid, all these situations, the pathway system is concentrated mostly towards the 
pathway marking, and shape of the road. The main goal of these scheme is used to avoid the rash vehicle driving is mostly depends 
on the steering angel. By using steering control, the driver path should follow the lane assist path for the individual vehicle. The 
steering angle is normally depends on the holding the steering by the driver which is having it's operation speed, accereleration. The 
system will give the directions by pathway marking, to avoid confusing of the driver caused several changes, and it will helps by 
detecting or giving any warning in the system, like vibration, beam sound, and showing the indication towards the vehicle. The 
pathway marking is very helpful to the driver to reach the destination very safety. Although by considering all these perpectives it 
also very important to control the steering torque. These scheme will improve the path performance that may cause safety, for the 
driver. 
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